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Book review
Review of Selected Papers of Alan Hoffman with Commentary, edited by Charles
Micchelli, World Scientific, Singapore, xliv + 446 pages
This is a book about Alan Hoffman’s mathematical career. It contains a selection
of his published papers grouped by subject area. There are papers on Geometry,
Combinatorics, Matrix Inequalities and Eigenvalues, Linear Inequalities and Linear
Programming, Combinatorial Optimization, Greedy Algorithms, and Graph Spectra.
These papers are annotated in such a way that the reader learns something about
Hoffman’s motivation for working on the problems they discuss. We also learn a
good deal about Hoffman and his collaborators, and the academic climate in which
the papers were written.
Hoffman begins his book with a few brief recollections of stories told to him by
Alexander Ostrowski and Richard Courant about students and faculty at Göttingen;
and stories by Magnus Hestenes and Adrian Albert about the old days at the Univer-
sity of Chicago; and other stories by Ky Fan, Helmut Wielandt, and R.C. Bose. He is
fascinated by such stories, which he calls a mixture of history and gossip. In this book
Hoffman gives his own collection of stories, mostly about places he has worked, and
about his colleagues and collaborators in these places. He has always been curious
about what motivated other mathematicians to work on various problems, and to
invent new theories. In this book he describes his own motivations for working on
certain problems, and for inventing some of the concepts he introduced. Much of
Hoffman’s work appears in textbooks. So when I saw his book I was tempted to read
the stories and skip the technical papers. But this is impossible. Each technical paper
is accompanied by a short commentary explaining what motivated it, and positioning
it relative to other works. For example, in one of his commentaries he mentions that
the concept of total dual integrality appeared in his 1974 paper “A generalization
of max-flow min-cut”. This was several years before the concept was given a name
and developed into a theory by Edmonds and Giles. Who could resist taking a peek?
Similarly when he mentions that the concept of totally unimodularity was present
in his 1956 paper with Kruskal, one has to take a look. And it is interesting to see
how in his 1959 paper on the uniqueness of the triangular association scheme, he
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uses several lines of print to display a matrix which he wants to exclude from the
adjacency matrix of a graph. But by the time this structure appears in his 1965 paper
with Ray-Chaudhuri on symmetric balanced incomplete block designs he has given
it the name claw, and can exclude it more briefly by calling the graph claw-free. This
terminology has caught on and claw-free graphs are now widely studied. On several
occasions we get to see the author introduce a concept, and develop it through a
sequence of related papers. This is particularly true of the chapter on greedy algo-
rithms. The papers in this chapter begin with his work on Monge sequences and
progress in such a natural manner that the chapter could easily serve as a text for a
short course on greedy algorithms. Many of Hoffman’s original ideas, or variations
on them, appear in the works of other researchers. And this has an interesting con-
sequence. Hoffman relates that during his post-doc days at Princeton’s Institute for
Advanced Study, at seminars Marston Morse used to interrupt speakers to point out
how much their work was related to work he (Morse) had done years earlier. To his
regret, many years later, Hoffman finds himself imitating this behavior.
The early pages of the book contain an autobiography with a photo gallery of
Hoffman with friends and family. Here Hoffman traces his career from the George
Washington High School in New York City to college and Graduate School at Colum-
bia University (interrupted by military service), to a post-doc at Princeton’s Institute
for Advanced Study, a first job at The National Bureau of Standards, a second job
with the Office of Naval Research, London, a third job at General Electric Corpora-
tion, and finally a 41 year stint at the IBM Watson Research Center. It is interesting
to note that he never planned on staying in any of these jobs for very long, thinking
that he would eventually settle with a professorship at some university, but this never
happened. He was hired at the National Bureau of Standards specifically to work on
linear programming problems that were of interest to the US Air Force. This brought
him in contact with George Dantzig (the father of linear programming) and Olga
Tassky Todd, who became his mentors and collaborators. These individuals had a
great influence on his career. So did Herbert Ryser, whom he met at the Institute, and
Ernst Straus, a friend from his Columbia University days.
Perhaps the greatest influence on his career came from his high school course
in Euclidean geometry. In this class students learned to prove theorems from a set
of axioms and postulates. There was a lot of room for creativity. Students could
invent proofs that differed from the ones in the text. They could even make up new
theorems and try to prove them correct. So what began as a boyhood game turned into
a lifetime obsession. It is amazing how little Hoffman’s approach to mathematics has
changed since those days, 65 years ago. He continues to prove theorems by unsus-
pecting means. Thus he uses linear programming techniques to prove theorems about
combinatorial problems, he uses matrix theory and eigenvalues to prove theorems
about graphs, he uses Monge sequences to explain why certain linear programming
problems can be solved greedily. And often when he encounters a proof he cannot
understand he invents his own proof. He has an uncanny ability to see connections
between different areas of mathematics. For example, in 1950, during his post-doc
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days at the Institute, he learned about the König-Egerváry theorem during a car ride
from Princeton to Gainesville. This was at least one year before he was introduced
to linear programming, and several years before linear programming duality was
well understood. But when he saw the duality theorem he knew König-Egerváry
was a special case. Afterwards he and several colleagues went on to derive many
combinatorial results from linear programming duality. The justification for proving
a combinatorial theorem by linear programming duality is given in his paper on
applications of the theory of linear inequalities to combinatorial analysis, “It fits the
theorem into a larger context that enables us to know it better.” The book contains a
lot of historical information about the early days of linear programming. Perhaps a
little gossip too, but very little.
Hoffman’s proofs are not always the simplest. The book describes several in-
stances where others have offered simpler techniques and proofs for some of his con-
structions. Still it is interesting to see the sheer number of new ideas and techniques
he introduced. Specialists in semidefinite programming know that his eigenvalue
bound on the chromatic number of a graph was improved by Lovasz using simpler
machinery. But they also know that his paper with Donath on lower bounds for
the partitioning of graphs contains the first example of a semidefinite programming
problem, 15 years before semidefinite programming was a recognized subject. Inter-
estingly his 1952 paper on approximate solutions of systems of linear inequalities
has found recent applications in semidefinite programming. Hoffman now says he is
unable to follow the arguments he used in deriving the inequality. But when it comes
to forgetting proofs, there is one story that takes first prize.
In Dantzig’s 1963 book on linear programming and extensions there appears
an example of cycling in the simplex algorithm, attributed to Alan Hoffman with
no further comments or references. The example is amazing for its intricacy. The
entries of the constraint matrix are trigonometric functions. As the simplex algorithm
progresses the calculations simplify because of trigonometric identities, and the net
effect is that the columns of the simplex tableau permute themselves, and after seven
iterations return to their original positions. It is like magic. Now we learn that the first
problem Dantzig posed to Hoffman when he arrived at the Bureau of Standards was
to decide if the simplex algorithm could cycle. Hoffman produced this example to
show that it could. Over the years many people have asked him to explain the thought
process that went into constructing the example. But he has forgotten. Fortunately
the mystery will not die. The example takes its rightful place on the cover of the
book, though in a deep disguise.
This is a fun book to read. Hoffman is a good storyteller and he has many stories.
His writing style is fluent and lively. Students will enjoy his stories about how, as a
freshman he gained the respect of upper classmen and graduate students at Colum-
bia University. And how he essentially completed his Ph.D. thesis while still an
undergraduate. Scholars will enjoy getting to know Hoffman and his collaborators,
and their work better. They will want to read his original proofs, although some
of them have been simplified in textbooks. His former colleagues will enjoy his
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reminiscences about old days at the Bureau of Standards, and especially his remi-
niscing about his 41 years at the IBM Watson Research Center. During his days at
the Office of Naval Research, London, he used to dine with the Fellows of Trinity
College, Oxford, in the Tower Room of the Senior Common Room. At IBM he
played a lunchtime coin game with a group of friends, where half the fun seemed
to have been derived from the players taunting and insulting each other about their
intellectual prowess, or lack thereof, for the game. Two very different experiences
and he seems to have enjoyed them both. And even though Hoffman never became
a full time professor, over the years he held visiting positions at several universi-
ties, and supervised 15 Ph.D. theses. Quite a feat. The book gives a whirlwind tour
through a very fascinating career. It shows what a career in mathematics can be if
one is both lucky and talented.
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